
 

 

Westwood Business District Revitalization Meeting 
May 10, 2013, Westwood Town Hall 
 
Hosted by the Westwood Coalition 5/10/2013 
Attended by Coalition members, representatives of the boards of Westwood Civic Association, 
Westwood Works, Westwood Historical Society, and WestCURC, and Cameron Ross (LEED AP, 
Senior City Planner, Cincinnati Department of City Planning and Buildings), Michael Moore (Director, 
Cincinnati Department of Transportation and Engineering), Steven T. Kenat, (AIA LEED AP, GBBN 
Architects), and Kathleen Norris (VP, Urban Focus, Brandt Retail Group, Inc.)  
 
John Lewandowski, facilitator, Westwood Coalition, welcomed the attendees at 7:35 p.m. and noted the 
purpose of the session as informational, to share with coalition members and its associated boards the 
research done to date on the business district and to provide a professional assessment which serves 
as a foundation of revitalization plans to be further developed by the community.  J. Lewandowski 
remarked that the business district along Harrison is an area identified by the city as a focal point for 
revitalization, along with three other neighborhoods.  Further, he described the process to date, which 
included widely announced public design charrettes and extensive information posted to the city’s 
planning website.  He urged attendees’ participation in the process and urged the attending 
organizations to invite their membership and the public to inform themselves and participate in 
upcoming public deliberation about the business district. 
 
Cameron Ross began by presenting about the process, beginning with the identification of Westwood 
business district’s strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats (commonly called a SWOT 
analysis), and explaining differences between the approaches of Cincinnati’s zoning code and the form-
based code.  He described the latter as offering opportunities for a neighborhood to identify its goals for 
an area, to drive appropriate uses and development but he emphasized that no existing activities or 
uses of space are compelled to end; in those instances, form-based code would be concurrent with 
existing code.  He said that nonconforming uses would result in no consequences unless their footprint 
changes or expands. 
 
M. Gweyn (WCA) asked if an apartment building burned down in the business district, could the owner 
build it back exactly as it was? C. Ross replied that the owner could rebuild but the Planning 
department and the neighborhood wouldn't advise that and would instead advise building better. 
 
C. Ross went on to describe form-based codes as codes for the dreams of the community.  The code 
sprinkles in a mix of uses, creates a place people want to be in, and capitalizes on strengths.  He 
commented that the code would encourage residents to age in place but also welcome younger people 
in and encourage one’s adult children to return to the neighborhood.  C. Ross said that the form-based 
code seeks to reverse declining home ownership trends, and encourage maximum build outs, rather 
than minimum build outs.  He described it as the neighborhood as the doctor writing the prescription for 
the neighborhood. 
 
J. Kimmet (WCA and WestCURC) noted that Westwood has had some notable success in getting 
zoning changes down Harrison Ave. as multi-family units have come down.  He asked whether that 
type of zoning change or impact can be achieved with form-based code.  C. Ross replied that the 
neighborhood and the city would look to the dominant type of housing and put single family homes back 
in place. 
 
C. Ross went on to describe briefly the several different configurations for single family housing 
configurations.  He noted that preliminary plans for form-based code for the Westwood business district 
show the areas on the edge of the district as two housing types, reflective of current housing stock 



 

 

there, estate (larger lawns) and medium which is a single family townhouse, the predominant forms in 
Westwood.  He referred to Westwood’s strategic plan and said that it will strengthen the neighborhood 
as set out in the strategic plan, to emphasize the value to the neighborhood of the traditional housing 
stock.  He commented that young professionals and hipsters are looking for exactly what Westwood 
offers.  He noted that Westwood has a Main Street, historically and still, but it doesn’t have enough 
friction and isn’t pedestrian friendly in terms of the flow and the businesses.   
 
M. Conda (WCA) asked C. Ross to define the business district in question.  C. Ross responded that it is 
shown on the draft maps as Fischer Place to the Cheviot line but said, “If we've missed the boat, we 
can change it” in terms of the length and the housing types. An attendee clarified that WestCURC 
defines it as starting at Kling, not Fischer.  M. Conda asked if the attendees at earlier meetings got to 
choose this for Westwood.  C. Ross responded that it must now come back to the neighborhood for a 
validation of the boundaries and the types, with a broad invitation to the community to comment and 
postcards sent to business district area residents. M. Conda asked what validation means in this 
instance.  C. Ross replied that it is to ask “did we get this right?” He went on to comment that the 
predominant condition here is single family homes and the code seeks to strengthen that, build the 
business district back up, and bring people back to Westwood, back to the city, from the western 
suburbs.  He said that the Planning department will work with the coalition to invite the neighborhood to 
discussions and to comment on the preliminary code plans. 
 
J. McNulty (WCA, coalition member) asked what the impact would be on his street (just off the business 
district).  C. Ross responded that his street would be unaffected, except that a small business in a 
home would be legal, within limitations.  J. McNulty followed up by asking if the form-based code is the 
best way to achieve a single family map for Westwood.  C. Ross said it may not be the best possible 
way but it is the best tool available to us now. 
  
V. Baumann (WCA) asked if C. Ross considers the City West development a success.  C. Ross 
responded that the status of that area is a market issue and that it was a spec build that would not work 
here.  He commented that it is not the same type of neighborhood.  He commented on the East Liberty 
neighborhood in Pittsburgh as an instructive study in the power of a neighborhood articulating its 
strengths and hopes.  He said it is up to us to say “What we want to see is ...”.   That will then drive the 
messages that developers get about what is desirable and what will succeed in Westwood.  Fred 
Berger (WHS) offered the example of the brewery district as a successful implementation of a plan and 
the strengths of an area.  He described it as magnifying the effect of the plan by being clear about what 
is desired and not. 
 
C. Ross then urged attendees to get best of consensus about the revitalization.  He commented that 
developers want to make money, so if the community says what it wants, it reduces the risk for the 
developer, creates a pedestrian-friendly and successful business community, puts good people back 
out on the street, slows traffic, and improves walkability.  He then he remarked on public safety, noting 
that it’s well-demonstrated that public safety doesn't necessarily take more police; it takes more people 
out doing good things and a mix of uses.  
  
M. Gweyn (WCA) commented that Westwood had people out and about but then government programs 
brought the wrong people here and, due to government interference, she doesn’t believe that the 
people will stick with Westwood when problems start again. 
 
F. Berger (WHS) offered a reading suggestion, The Death and Life of Great American Cities by Jane 
Jacobs, echoed by Michael Moore as an instructive read.  He noted that it is a damning critique of 
earlier urban planning and reinforces the need for planning like we are doing now.  C. Ross commented 
that we are engaged in business district revitalization that is community-initiated, driven, and 



 

 

developed.  M. Conda (WCA) asked who C. Ross defines as the community and why the Planning 
department is banned from speaking to WCA.  C. Ross responded that human resources are too slim 
to go to a bunch of different meetings.  He will attend meetings organized by the coalition since it 
represents multiple organizations.   Michael Moore commented that inter-organizational and community 
cross-fertilization of ideas and discussion makes the community stronger. 
 
T. Hodges (WCA) remarked that it may be hard for long-time residents to see the positive things about 
the neighborhood now, when it faces challenges, but he urged attendees to remember that there is 
great potential in Westwood and people who are willing to invest themselves in Westwood, ready to join 
you, work together, and capitalize on opportunities.  C. Ross asked if Westwood Historical Society has 
historical photos, including aerial photos of Westwood.  He commented on the old downtown of 
Westwood before it became a city neighborhood.  He said this is still the downtown and this is about 
going back to our smaller downtowns.  He noted that form-based codes and our process now give 
Westwood an opportunity for a land use proscriptive for what you do want in your neighborhood. 
 
K. Norris was a Westwood resident and recalled the thriving business district in the 1960s. She said 
that planners are talking about Jane Jacobs and not ignoring her now. She described a growing revolt 
by young professionals and empty nesters who want to shop and have date nights in their 
neighborhoods, describing this as a “back to the future” movement.  She urged attendees to weigh in 
on what they want, exercising community control for its recreated business district.  She noted that we 
are trying to create vitality, commenting that form-based code is much friendlier to neighborhoods than 
traditional zoning and that it slows down traffic.  Further, she noted that, while young people and empty 
nesters are attracted to neighborhoods like this, young professionals are critically important in the 
discussion about the future and the best of Westwood.  She noted that Planning has coded for what the 
neighborhood wants, from the Westwood strategic plan and what they heard at earlier meetings, and 
they are checking it now with the neighborhoods.  Incremental urbanism is built and driven by 
community. 
 
M. Conda (WCA) pointed out the ratio of single family owner-occupied homes (40%) to multi-family 
(60%) in Westwood now and asked if it is possible, under form-based codes, to we end up with even 
more apartments?  C. Ross said that the change is feasible, offering the example of apartments turned 
into condominiums which represent ownership and a larger unit footprint.  K. Norris commented to M. 
Conda, and generally, that skepticism is helpful. She remarked that negotiation is important; seeking an 
outcome in which everyone is kind of happy and no one loses.   
 
Joe Corso (Westwood Works) introduced himself as involved in development and building.  He 
commented on the position of developers, noting that if you want anyone to invest, you have to make it 
easier. He said that a road map for the community makes it friendlier and clearer to get investment to 
move in your direction.  He commented that developers have learned that extreme density is bad and 
they’re working to make housing less dense.  Leslie Rich (WCA, Westwood Works) described her 
childhood experience in the business district and commented on the oppressiveness of the current 
code and the tone of public discourse, urging attendees to welcome the return of power to the 
neighborhood with form-based code and asking us to flip our internal script to be very hopeful for the 
future.  She noted attendees’ common passion and mission, saying that we are all here for the same 
reason and remarking that she wants “the Westwood that rooted me here for my kids”. 
 
Next, Transportation & Engineering’s Michael Moore commented on his department’s interest in helping 
to create an environment in the business district that is refocused, safe, and balanced, that is livable, 
and has economic vitality, and an infrastructure that private enterprise can grow around. He remarked 
on the planned feasibility study for the business district, noting that the city will start a study process 
that will gather information and consider the thoroughfare, geometries, buses, parking, and traffic, and 



 

 

then test the design. They will study utilities, parking and loading/unloading movement, safe crossings, 
and good connections.  Then the department will start to assign costs to it, determining whether 
phasing over time is necessary.  M. Jenkins (WCA representative to the coalition) asked if Mr. Moore’s 
use of the conceptual drawing of a Westwood Square indicated that his department would focus its 
efforts exclusively on the area and depiction that was offered as an artist’s rendering of a possibility.  M. 
Moore responded no, that they will come back to the coalition throughout the process and that the 
testing process always leads to other ideas.  It serves as a starting process but that he expects that 
shape and form will change as we seek to slow traffic and create a focal point. He noted that every 
design process ends differently than you begin. 
 
J. Lewandowki then commented that the coalition will be asking the community about its preferences 
for the business district, its desires for communal or civic spaces, the relationship between community 
and businesses, and programming for uses of common areas. He noted the importance of discussing 
all this as a community.  J. McNulty offered an idea for rerouting the road in front of town hall, creating a 
larger civic and green space, and using the Ruehlmann building as a test of revitalized commercial and 
residential space.  C. Ross asked that we continue to discuss options and invited J. McNulty to work 
with his staff to flesh out and mock up the idea, while also emphasizing that anchors and nodes are 
needed along the district. 
 
Asked what the next steps are for the coalition to get input into the process, J. Lewandowski said that a 
broader community meeting will be hosted shortly by the coalition to provide background, more 
information and to encourage dialogue.  He remarked that this meeting was intended to bring 
organizational and business stakeholders up to speed and developments thus far but next the coalition 
will invite a wider constituency into public meetings. J. McNulty asked how changes will be welcomed 
and urged officials and leaders not to get blinded by one idea.  He commented on the benefits of taking 
what a neighborhood has and making it better, offering the example of Columbia Tusculum.  M. Moore 
identified that as one of his first projects in Cincinnati, noting that it involved some tearing down and 
building up and a lot of time.   
 
M. Conda announced that WCA is hosting an open meeting on May 28 to invite public comment on the 
business district.  K. Bach (WestCURC, WHS, Westwood Works) asked why WCA wouldn’t let the 
coalition do that, given its role, commenting that, at the March 2013 meeting at Midway School, city 
councilman Chris Smitherman urged the organizations to work together.  G. Kissel remarked that the 
participating organizations include WCA and urged WCA to participate fully in the coalition’s process.  
L. Kissel commented that WCA will confuse residents with multiple meetings and noted that the 
coalition is planning public forums.  J. Lewandowski commented on the role of the coalition as 
representative of community and on the benefit of the collective and of the power of the associated 
groups to generate public interest and to invite public participation.  Further, he noted, when an 
organization joins a coalition, it gives up a little authority but gains consensus.  M. Conda commented 
that some past actions by individuals have been underhanded and ugly.  J. Lewandowski urged 
attendees to move forward and beyond past personal matters.  G. Kissel asked all attendees to 
continue to participate and to move forward, urging us not to go off on tangents at the risk of wasting 
time and opportunities.  J. McNulty described the coalition as outreach to the community by WCA, 
which generated remarks to the contrary.  K. Norris remarked that if any individual group has a 
meeting, it comes with bias. She urged the individual groups to convene public meetings with all four 
groups to bring out the widest diversity of people and to demonstrate the united interest in the 
revitalization of the business district. 
 
C. Ross noted that only Madisonville’s coalition has approached the Planning department with a 
specific plan for a public meeting.  He went on to outline Madisonville’s planned meeting format which 
will include an open session, brief presentations, and break-out sessions.  He emphasized the 



 

 

importance of the city’s recognition of Westwood as one of four communities receiving funding and 
attention for a focused revitalization.  M. Moore said that this process and the plans need to be 
validated by community and urged attendees to get past organizational and personal issues and get 
started or Westwood won't get anywhere.  
 
J. Kimmet noted his involvement with two represented groups but said that the key defining factor is 
that we are all Westwood residents with a strong interest in the revitalization of the business district.  
He asked attendees to set aside personalities, politics, and hard feelings, and come together as 
Westwood’s coalition to identify our strengths and weaknesses and plans, noting that we have a good 
project to focus on.  M. Gweyn remarked that WCA has flyers regarding its planned public meeting to 
be distributed throughout Westwood.  She said that this will introduce new people to these ideas and 
point more people to the information and get the message out.  J. Corsou commented that if the city 
doesn't see unification in Westwood among these groups, Westwood will be #52 on the list of 
neighborhoods to be revitalized, not one of the first four. 
 
J. Lewandowski adjourned the meeting at 9:25 p.m. 
 
Notes respectfully submitted by M. Jenkins 


